3F Privacy Screens

With an organic look and sleek radius corners, our 18mm thick 3F screens bring focused privacy to open plan environments. Available in a wide range of sizes, attach via five different bracket styles to customize perfectly in your installation. Tackable, acoustical and washable.

Panels
Linear, L- and U-shaped

NEW We’ve added a taller size for more personal protection in shared work spaces. Choose from 18”, 23” and now 28” high, in 12 standard widths.

*28H shipping June 1: not yet available on design platforms

Attachment Brackets
Sleeve Bracket
Top Mounted Bracket
Top Mounted Bracket with optional Clamp
Fixed Privacy Modesty Bracket
Height Adjustable Bracket
Corner Connector
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Sarto Privacy Screen 24” Special on Flex Height-Adjustable Desk
3F Hanging Panels

Add visual interest and acoustical absorption while dividing space for enhanced ambiance and privacy. Attach to ceilings or walls, with fixed or sliding applications. Available in 12 contemporary designs and 3 different panel widths in our 10-color Verve collection.

Choose from standard 28”, 36”, 48” at 94” high panels that are Oeko-Tex Standard 100 certified, VOC-free and made from 50% recycled water bottle content.
Learn more at amqsolutions.com/3F
DIVIDE

Collaborative, open-air desks will soon be a thing of the past. Employees are now looking for their own protected and divided workspaces. Clarus’ product, Divide, acts as a cough/sneeze barrier between workspaces and can be customized to reach various heights. Like most of our products, we can custom match any glass color to coordinate with your existing furniture systems. We also offer translucent or opaque glass finishes.

Learn more about Divide
APPLICATIONS
Cafeteria at Lenovo’s Wuhan China factory. On the partitions are slogans: 1. Wash your hands, health for everyone. 2. Finish your lunch, leave quickly. 3. Don’t chat, finish your food quickly
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Existing Floorplan
Headcount - 36

Designed before COVID-19, the existing floorplan meets client's required headcount while providing choice and control over where individuals work. An array of owned, shared, private and collaborative spaces placed throughout the neighborhood. This plan encourages impromptu interaction and collaboration. Each user has their own personal storage at the desk along with community storage for team supplies.

1. 6x6 workstations
2. Aisleways set to standard circulation guidelines. Current minimum is 48”
3. Headcount including nomadic workers = 50
4. Enclosed collaboration for small and large groups
Day-1 Modified Floorplan
Headcount - 36  
Recommending 50% occupancy

Day-1 design adjustments have been made with little product added and some removed. It is recommend to staff at 50% occupancy to provide adequate distance between each worker at their owned stations. Spacing between the 4-packs increased due to eliminating gathering spaces. Collaboration spaces have been adjusted to meet social distancing requirements. Community storage protocols to be put in place.

1. Adjust aisleways to one-way traffic only.
2. Minimal adjustments in collaboration areas to spread employees out within the space.
3. Day 1 recommends 50% occupancy of owned workstations.
4. Enclosed collaboration spaces adjusted to fit social distancing standards.
Workstations
Option B.3 – Convert to 6-pack

1. Convert to 6-pack by adding 24" W x 42" H panel to each work area.
2. 15" high front and side screens mounted to worksurface.
3. 12" H translucent glass stacker added to 30" wing panel.

Workstations
Option B.4 – Convert to 6-pack

1. Convert to 6-pack by adding 24" W x 42" H panel to each work area.
2. 12" H translucent glass stacker added to 30" wing panel and along center spine.

Workstations
Option B.5 – Convert to 6-pack

1. Convert to 6-pack by adding 24" W x 42" H panel to each work area.
2. Add 12" H framed glass stacker to 30" wing and spine panels.
**PRE-COVID19**

13’-6” X 10’-6” = 142 Sq. Ft.

- WELCOMING, LOUNGEY
- SHARED SURFACES
- COMFORT SEATING IN INWARD DIRECTION

**POST-COVID19**

14’ x 5’ = 70 Sq. Ft.

- SHIELDED, SAFE
- CHECK-IN KIOSK + INTEGRATED POWER ACCESS
- COMFORT SEATING IN OUTWARD DIRECTION
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PRE-COVID19
“U” Stations, 2 users
(6'-6" x 6'-8" = 44 Sq. Ft. Per Person, 87 Sq. Ft. Total)

POST-COVID19
Private Stations, 3 Users
(5’ x 9’-4” = 46.5 Sq. Ft. Per Person, 140 Sq. Ft. Total)

- DENSITY FOCUSED
- TECH-CENTRIC
- USER CHOICE + CONTROL

- SEPARATE BUT TOGETHER
- PRIVACY USING WELLNESS + COLLABORATION SCREENING
- USER CHOICE + CONTROL
COVID 19 + THE FUTURE OF FURNITURE | WHATS YOUR LAYOUT?

If the workstation has:

A. Power fence spine
B. Collaborative areas between people

- Add a simplified laminate storage piece that is open (no pulls) to hold personal belongings.
- Add/change screens to a hard surface or cleanable fabric to be ~50” (seated height barrier) - 72” (standing height barrier) off the floor.
- Add sanitation caddies/stands for personal use – wipes, hand sanitizer.
- Add tall hard surface or cleanable fabric panel or screen to end of the desk.
- Remove collaborative table and ottomans and replace with a hard surface divider, such as below, or a mobile markerboard.

Back-to-back layouts are ideal for not spreading germs!

Add a drawer to hold keyboard and mouse for when station is not in use.
COVID 19 + THE FUTURE OF FURNITURE | WHATS YOUR LAYOUT?

If the workstation has:
A  Panel based
B  L or U shaped

- Add sanitation caddies/stands for personal use – wipes, hand sanitizer.
- Add panel or screen to end of the desk in laminate/hard surface, or cleanable fabric.
- Remove tool rail and office supply holders and replace with a hard surface tile.
- Higher glass is good! Add this or increase panel height on shorter panels as well.
- Replace exterior fabric panels with laminate, metal or closed pore veneer tiles.
- Add a drawer to hold keyboard and mouse for when station is not in use.